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Abstract: - In this study, the transmission and distribution losses in Turkey power system were researched. The studies carried out for purpose of determining its illegal use and its socio-economical effects were analyzed. It is impossible to prevent the losses completely in the electric energy system. However, in developed countries, it generally remains below 6%. The lost illegal use rate in Turkey was determined as 14.4%. The cost resulting from only illegal use reaches to values that urge the economy of Turkey with a rate that is 1.7 times of the annual transmission and distribution system investment of the country. To decrease the technical losses, very serious additional energy investment is needed in the country. However, illegal use rate can be decreased to acceptable rates as a result of policy changes and some measures. In the study, some solution suggestions are made to decrease the loss rate that occurs as a result of illegal use.
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1 Introduction

Energy is considered to be a key player in the generation of wealth and also a significant component in economic development. This makes energy resources extremely significant for energy country in the world. In bringing energy needs and energy availability into balance, there are two main elements such as energy demand and energy supply. In this regard, every country should put efforts to attain such a balance and hence conduct research and development studies to develop its own energy conservation programs for the existing and new energy resources [1].

To ensure supply reliability in the long-term, it is very important to reply how the forecast electric energy demand can be met. In both scenarios mentioned in the energy production planning report between 2005-2020 years made by using the MAED (Model for Assessment of Energy Demand) by Turkish Electricity Transmission Company (TEIAS) in Turkey, the changing estimation for energy demand is given in Fig. 1 [2].

In forecasts made as end of 2008 year, the demand meeting period of the established power in construction and production having a license was calculated as 2011 in the first scenario and as 2014 in the second scenario. The existing established power will only reach to critical point in meeting the demand at the end of 2009 according to the first scenario and 2010 according to the second scenario [2]. These figures indicate how important the energy investments in Turkey and productive use of the existing energy. In this study, the output losses that occur in the electric network of Turkey and economical value of such losses are emphasized and energy parameters of Turkey are compared.

Fig. 1 Puant load and energy demand of Turkey between 1999 – 2018 years.

2 Output Losses in Power Systems

Some part of the energy produced in electric power systems does not reach to consumers who
make payment because of output loss and administrative applications. These losses above 16% indicate that there exists a comprehensive electric theft in the country. The rate above 40% is a very significant economical and social problem resource for the countries [3]. Technical losses in power systems generally result from the reasons given below.

2.1 Intra-System Use

The electric power systems consume some electric energy to produce and distribute electricity. The power consumed for needs of the production and distribution centers such as illumination, maintenance etc is called as intra-need power and it is not a power measured or sold in economical respect. For this reason, mostly it is not included in the above stated rates. The intra-need power varies between 2% and 6% of the produced energy.

2.2 Technical Transmission and Distribution Losses

The electric energy incurs losses while passing from the transmission lines and transformers during transmission and distribution. The systems having long transmission lines incur more transmission and distribution (T&D) losses than the systems with short line. Besides, the quality of lines and transformers may affect the output of transmission and distribution. The technical T&D losses may be decreased by baking important investments on maintenance in power systems and by using high technology materials in distribution systems. This value is measured and generally, its economical dimension can be calculated.

2.3 Energy Distributed Free of Charge

It is the electric energy used for distribution free of charge. Though it varies between the countries, the power systems supply energy free of charge to private persons and establishments. For instance, electric energy used in places such as prime ministry and presidency residences, parliamentary lodging buildings, royal palaces, parliament buildings may be supplied free of charge. For this reason, as the occurring energy losses are legal, they are included in the technical losses [3].

2.4 Non-Technical Losses

An electric power system can never be 100% confident against to theft. The theft rate in developed countries is in low rate (1-2%) in proportion to produced total electric energy. However, the financial loss reaches to very high values as the distributed energy amount is much. In literature, various examinations are carried out especially on countries that have high loss rates and suggestions are made. For instance, in India, the cost of lost energy reached to a very serious figure (4.5 billion $) according to the data in 2004. This value equals to 1.5% of the gross national product (GNP) value [4]. It was determined with a study made in 2009 that Jamaica had the similar features. In this study, it is introduced that the electricity theft cost that was equal to 0.4% of GNP in 1996 increased to 1.4% at the end of 2008 [5]. In the study made for the South Africa, the nontechnical energy loss for 2007 year was calculated as 6100 GWh. This value increases the energy demand in rate of 3600 MW/year and this value equals to production of a power station with about 6 units. 27% of total energy production is not billed [6].

In 2006, a very detailed study was realized for Texas State of USA and it was calculated that the electricity theft cost for houses in the state was about 10.6 million $/year and about 186 million $/year for the whole country [7]. Financial losses reached to critical points for electric distributions companies in some countries. This may result with income losses and decrease in profit rate, necessity of increase in capacity of power system and in production capacity to handle the power losses and restriction in necessary investments to be made for improving of infrastructures. There are four theft events commonly seen in power systems. Extension of theft depends on many factors from cultural factors to management of the power distribution system.

2.4.1 Fraudulence (Forgery)

With fraudulence event, the consumer tries to cheat intentionally the institution or organization that supplies electricity. The general application is to adjust the electric meter in a manner enabling it to indicate the energy lesser than the used amount. This may be a risky method for an amateur. Many death cases have been reported because of electric shock during this operation. However, in some cases, professional electricians make this operation against a fee. This has been mostly applied by individual consumers. However, very big industrial
Electric theft is made by installing a line from the power source to necessary point for purpose of by-passing the electric meter. Determination of illegal lines is easy as they are installed above the ground and highly visible. However, the personnel who discover and report it may have anxiety to be attacked. Besides, the personnel in electricity institutions may be given a bribe for continuance of the application. In a wider scale, companies may give a bribe to the power administration personnel to install a direct line to their own buildings or offices and in order the consumed energy not to pass their electric meter. The bribe amount may be lesser than the power cost. Besides, money can be given to auditors in order not to write a theft report or ignore it.

2.4.3 Invoicing Irregularities

Invoicing irregularities may result from various sources. Some power system establishments may not be effective in measuring of the used electric energy amount and determine lower or higher usage fee unintentionally. These unintentional irregularities may always occur. However, in some systems, it may be very easy to arrange bills with lesser values than their real values. Employees may be given a bribe to record the value lower than the value indicated by the electric meter. The consumer pays lesser fee and the official who reads the electric meter takes an unofficial fee. The other kind of invoicing irregularities is that official rolls the point in fee to the left. For instance, a bill in amount of 372.60$ is paid as 37.26$. The consumer who makes the payment may not know it. Officials can easily earn money by means of such application and it is not easy to determine it. In some places, such applications may be institutionalized and officials may consider the illegal payments as part of their job [3].

2.4.4 Unpaid bills

Some persons or organizations do not pay their electricity debts. The individual or commercial customers may move from the city or an entrepreneur may bankrupt. Some systems have permanent nonpaying customers. Such persons who are politically very powerful and rich know that their electricity will never cut regardless of they pay or not. Some persons consider that electric energy is a service that must be supplied by governments free of charge. Politic governments may try to get vote by not cracking down on that situation. Not to pay bills is not defined as a theft by some persons. However, when persons or institutions think that they will be rid of bills by not making any payment, unpaid bills must be classified as a theft.

Not to pay bills is a problem not punished with imprisonment especially in poor countries. In all countries, some persons may experience problems in paying their bills regularly because of increases in electric prices. This situation may direct people towards adjusting their electric meters to decrease their bill amounts. In more traditional definition of the electric theft, it may not include unpaid bills. However, this is an extension of the problem for some countries and its effects create very serious problems. The unpaid bill data cannot be obtained easily [3].

3 General structure of Turkey

Electric T&D System

Turkey is a country with population of 71.5million and 100% electrification as year of 2008 and it is a developed country with this regard. Though increase in population slows down in recent years, it still continues. There exist facilities that have 41.81GW electric production capacity. Annual energy demand is about1987TWh. Though the sections that produce the electric most are the west and North West regions, facilities with significant production capacity locate in the East and South East regions. This means using of very long energy transmission lines. The total length of energy transmission lines is46283km; 14338km is in voltage of380kV, 84.6km in voltage of220kV, 31383km in voltage of 154kV and 477km in voltage of66kV. The installed transformer powers in these voltages are66.35GW. The length of medium voltage (33kV) and low voltage (0.4kV) lines is81500km. The transformer power in these voltages is given as81GW [8]. In Fig. 2, population increases of the country and consumed and supplied energy amounts are given graphically. The difference between the supplied energy and net consumption includes T&D losses [9].
4 Electricity Theft in Turkey

According to the definition made by Turkish Electricity Distribution Corporation (TEDAS);

− To make changes and adjustments on the measurement system, electric meter, relay, measurement circuits, voltage and current transformers, cables, circuit breaker and square conduit box that are placed on electric network and subscriber lines, their extensions, main column and these lines without information and consent of the organization or company to enable them to give lesser consumption values and to change their places,

− To make or have others to make connections to these facilities and to make or have others to make connections without waiting the connection process that must be carried out by the organization or company after the contract is signed,

− To change the setting of measurement system by interfering the sealed electric meter circuit after being subscriber, to remove bridging (dropping the hook), prevent rotation of the disc, connect the electric meter in reverse position and delete the index, detach seals on the electric meter cover and seals of sections that belong to measurement circuits are considered as illegal electric use [8].

The transmission and distribution losses of Turkey according to the data published by TEIAS [9] are given in Fig. 3. The loss rate that increased to value of 19.1% between years of 1998-2000 realized as 14.4% at the end of 2008. As seen in Fig. 3, transmission losses generally move horizontally. As the distribution losses cover the electricity theft, they have a more variable appearance.

In Fig. 4, the dispersion graphics in cities of Turkey in terms of lost illegal use rates and energy amounts are given. When the lost illegal use rates are considered, the alignment is rather variable (Fig. 5). The most important reason of it is the population and development differences between the regions. For instance, Istanbul European Side that is in the 20th row in terms of lost rate (12.5%) is in the 1st row in terms of amount. Similar variations are also valid for regions that have the least lost rate. For this reason, lost illegal use rates are not a correct data source for electricity theft.

About 5.4 million subscribers were controlled in 2007 by authorized teams to determine the illegal consumption. It was determined that 189367 subscribers made electricity theft and 217.5 million TL ($186.7 million) fine was imposed. Within that year, 58.5 million TL ($50.1 million) of that fine was collected. In Fig. 6 arranged and collected bills are given. (As end of 2007 year, $1 = 1.1666 TL ) [8].

In 2008, 14.4% of 190.55 TWh electric energy given to Turkey interconnected network was used illegally. Total of these losses was determined as 27.48 TWh. Almost 60% of these losses (16.64 TWh) occurred because of technical reasons and 10.84 TWh energy as a result of illegal use. If the energy tariffs [10] applied by EPDK are considered, the amount of total energy used illegally, except value added tax (VAT), is calculated as 3467.97 million TL (approximately 2.27 billion $ !!). The cost that occurs as a result of illegal use is 1368 million TL ($895.3 million) (As end of 2008 year, $1 = 1.528 TL ). The total of energy transmission and distribution system investments made in Turkey in 2007 was about 523 million $ 523 million$. The cost resulting from illegal use is 1.7 times of that investment.
The electricity theft can be predicted but not be measured definitely. The standard method in measurement of the electricity theft is to make measurement by analyzing the transmission and distribution losses. The method reveals the difference between the produced electric energy (except ones used in the system and distributed free of charge) and the sold energy. If the technical line losses are calculated correctly, it may be set forth that losses except them are the theft amount [3]. In determination of illegal use, in parallel to technical developments, new opportunities such as remote accessed electric meters by means of internet network, digital electric meters and mobile electric meter teams are being used [11]. The economical...
and social effects of the electricity theft can be summarized as follows;

− The illegal electric use contains practical applications generally result with death danger.

− During illegal electric use, security of life and property is endangered. Besides, risks may occur on the energy system that reaches to consumers who make normal use.

− The illegal electric use increases cost on energy production and causes increase in consumed energy prices. It makes difficult the distribution of high quality, uninterrupted and cheap electricity to subscribers.

− It requires additional repair-maintenance investment [8, 12]

5 Conclusions

The technical and non-technical losses in the electricity system reach to significant values in social-economical terms. Turkey made great attempts in struggling with illegal use. However, though illegal use decreases proportionally, it continuously increases as an amount and economical value. Decrease in technical losses can be achieved through changing of equipment in the transmission and distribution system or making the maintenance-repair work regularly. To achieve decrease in illegal use, some measures can be taken such as, speeding up privatization policies, regional price policies, raising of the awareness of the public about economical and social dimensions of the illegal electric use, encouraging of the public to use other energy sources means by being informed and supported economically, awarding of the government officials who determine the illegal use, giving of various incentives to citizens who denounce such use.
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